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• Additional requirements and terminology changes directly derived from NERC Reliability Standard COM-001-2.
• Minor editorial improvements for clarity around changes.
Section 2.4 Communications Requirements

• Added two bullets to list of communication requirements
  – Voice communications between Transmission Owners and Distribution Providers in the Transmission Owner area.
  – Voice communications between Transmission Owners and Generator Operators in the Transmission Owner area.

• Reordered bullets more logically

• See COM-001-2 R3
Section 4

• Added introductory paragraph identifying section is in accordance with NERC Standard COM-001-2.

• Add NERC term “Interpersonal Communication” for voice communications.
Section 4.2.3 Satellite Telephones

- Moved to 4.2.1 under 4.2 Alternative Interpersonal Communication (Voice Communications) Capability, to identify as main NERC COM-001-2 backup communication.
- Reordered paragraphs and bullets more logically.
- See COM-001-2 R6
Section 4.2.1 Business Voice System, 4.2.2 Cellular Telephones, 4.2.3 Satellite Telephones
• Moved to 4.3 Additional Methods of Voice Communications, to identify as another, third tier of potential communication paths
Section 4.4

• New section with new requirements
• Generally, Interpersonal Communication failures that last 30 minutes or longer must be reported within 60 minutes of detection, to PJM or the other main party for that line
• See COM-001-2 R10
Section 3.1

- Removed dated reference to “floppy disk”
Next Steps

• Headed to OC for first read
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